User Guide for the FREE digital archive site.
Register as a NEW USER on the website:
http://priorparkcollege-heritage.daisy.websds.net/

Make a note of your User Name (recommend using your own name) and
Password ( we cannot reset your password, so make a note)
On the blue tab across the page there are several options:
1. BROWSE means you can go into any category and look at whole
magazines or photos from a certain time frame

2. SEARCH ALL. This is one of my favourite tabs because you can put in
a selection of words in the SEARCH field and come up with a
selection of results. Especially helpful if you are looking for random
entries, like the Maintenance team asking when did the wooden gates
from the entrance get taken down. Put in WOODEN GATES in the
search field and voila.... result

By clicking on the results ( I usually use the BOOK icon for the best
representation), it opens up the magazine or reference.
Then hit CTRL and F to find where it is in the text.

This then highlights in the text the words you are searching for:

By clicking NEXT you can find any other entries that might appear in
that publication.
3. ADVANCED SEARCH. This is useful if you have a very popular
name. I had a visitor, surname PARK, can you imagine how many
pages of references came up ….132pages. So if you need to hone your
search using advanced search. First drop down box you can ask for
categories. I usually leave it on SEARCH ALL.

And in the second drop down box you can ask, BODYTEXT (anywhere it
may be written including underneath a photo), TITLE and YEAR( this
can be useful to do greater than or less than ). YOU MUST CHOOSE
ONE CATEGORY.

An example of using the BODYTEXT for SURNAME then ADD

YEAR – GREATER THAN then hit SEARCH

The icons on the right hand side of the page indicate the type of folder.
The camera is a PHOTO and may take a few seconds to download.
The book icon is for a magazine and this is the best quality of download
and interesting in its own right.
The inkwell icon is for just script of the particular reference so you do
not get the whole publication. It is never as easy to read.
As always by using the CTRL F, function you can find it quickly. It does
not automatically highlight your search request.
4. ABOUT US. The fact that it is a closed site to registered users only
and they are only part of the alumni community.
5. DONATION PAGE. Self explanatory. If you wanted to help with the
funding of the archive site it would be greatly appreciated.
Meanwhile the PPA is funding it on an annual basis and trying to get
through as much as possible.
There are many missing items and if you have some of them, please
check with me (just in case they are in the process of being scanned
and not yet up on the site).

If you have any other questions not covered here or any corrections to
the archives, PLEASE email me on ppa@thepriorfoundation.com or
call the office 01225 835353 (ext 244)
ENJOY.

